FINISHES

PAINT
PT-1 - GENERAL PAINT (EGGSHELL) SHERWIN WILLIAMS PRO MAR 200: EXISTING TACKBOARDS, WALL COVERINGS AND HM DOOR FRAMES (SEMI-GLOSS); SW 9119
PT-2 - ACCENT PAINT (EGGSHELL) SHERWIN WILLIAMS PRO MAR 200: ONE WALL OF PUBLIC HALLWAYS SEMI-GLOSS FOR EXPOSED METAL; SW 6156
PT-3 - ACCENT PAINT (EGGSHELL) SHERWIN WILLIAMS PRO MAR 200: ONE WALL OF ROOMS; SW 6485
PT-4 - ACCENT PAINT (EGGSHELL) SHERWIN WILLIAMS PRO MAR 200: ONE WALL OF ROOMS; SW 6661
PT-5 - ACCENT PAINT (EGGSHELL) SHERWIN WILLIAMS PRO MAR 200: ONE WALL OF ROOMS; SW 6457

CARPET TILE
CPT-1 - GENERAL HALLWAY CARPET
CPT-2 - DORM ROOM CARPET - MONOLITHIC INSTALL

STAIRWELLS
ST-1 - STAIR TREADS
ST-2 - STAIRWELL LANDINGS

WALL BASE
WB-1 - TARKETT TOELESS AT CARPET TILE

FINISH NOTES:
1. ROOM ACCENT PAINT TO ALTERNATE PER ROOM AS SHOWN AND TO BE USED ON THE WALL TO THE LEFT OF THE ENTRANCE
2. PAINT MECHANICAL EQUIPMENT, AND ALL EXPOSED METALS, INCLUDING RAILINGS PT-2, SEMI-GLOSS
3. GREEN SHAPED AREAS ARE INCLUDED IN THE WORK SCOPE
4. GRAY SHADED AREAS ARE NOT INCLUDED IN THE WORK SCOPE